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REPORT OF THE WORKING PARTY ON CUSTOMS

ADMINISTRATION IN VEST AFRICA . .

I Organization and attendance.

1* The^Working Party on Customs Administration in West Africa was

organized in pursuance of Resolution 28(lll), adopted by the Economic

Commission for Africa at its third session, which established a Standing

Trade Committee and authorized the Executive Secretary to set up working

parties to study the special problems of the various sub-regions.

2# The preparations for the Working Party included a detailed enquiry

into the problems and practices of the Customs administration of West

Afrioan countries, and territories on the basic of a questionnaire

prepared in oo—operation with the Secretariat of the Contracting Parties

to GATT, The results of this enquiry are presented in a dooument

(B/0N*14/STCMiPCAfcl) which served as the basis for the discussions of the

Working Party.

3* The Working Partys, session was opened on 0 October 1961 in the

Conference Boom of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,, Dakar, Senegal, by

Mr, Obeye DIOP, Minister of Information of Senegal* Mr. Stein ROSSES',

Director of the Research Division of ECA, spoke at the opening session

on behalf of the Executive Secretary. These addresses are reproduced in

Annexes 1 and 2 to this raport*

4» The aossion was attended by £0 Customs officials from 15 countries

members and associate members of EC 1» France, GATT, the Customs Co

operation Council and the Customs Union of West Afrioan States were

represented by obsoirverSa A list of representatives and observers is . .■

given in Annex 3 hereto.

5* JJr# _Mamour Ba; Acting Head of the Senegalese Delegation was elected

Chairman*., . ,

6* The. agenda for the session included the following substantive items!
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1. Standardization in the field of Customs Administaation

(a) Ncir.or-clatr.re

(b) Valuation

(o) i Legislation (including transit, bonded warehouses} temporary
admissionj drawbacks, etc)

(d) Formalities

(e) Terminology'

2. Co—operation "between Customs Administrations

(a) Frontier traffic

(b) Common facilities (including "bilateral transit arrangements)

(0) Assictaiic? in Custotas prevention

(d) Exchange of :'_:ifornation

3* Prospect for technioe.1 assistance

(a) Training . .

(b) Other possibilities

4* Policy ca-tr^ra

(a) _ Harmonization of i~u.tier.

(b)' Pror.oii.on of Afidoan trcde

(o) Orgaaipavional aspects of Customs Unions

7« At the cloGin^ nesting of the soasiozij Mr* Quintpn (Nigeria) and,

Mr* Pain (Union XJou^rior-: gouatori-^.s) stressed the importance of

continued contacts ar;C.:g Custoar officials of the sub—region and

expressed the tb.u.-.TV.;j ~f tho ropresontatives to the Government of Senegal9

the Chairraanj th^ observers a\il the Sgcretariai;o

;-^-,.^-! Xu *)\n ^Ijlf1, o:7 Customs administration . ; ■-..■,'3- -.■ .

8. The discussion of Ju-io first substantive cub-item of the agenda ; ' :

indicated generic'■\£^rGmenf1 i;Mra"-h !J6st African countries shouldrbbnSider

as a long-term cbjootlvo tho adoption cf a uniform Customs nomenclature*

The represen'tk^Vss-of :-th:o"i're'n'ch-spaaking'countries' pointed out' that

they had been using tao Brussels IToiiionclature for several years without

encountering eny r.pprooiallo diffioultiesja It was suggested that
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economic development, and particularly industrialization, would oall

for the replacement of the simplified product-lists used at precent in

the English-speaking countries "by a more systematic nomenclature* On

the other hand, the representatives of the English«speaking countries

emphasized that with the preoent scarcity of qualified Customs officials,

the adoption of a more oomplioated nomenclature may lead to administrative

difficulties and possible revenue losses. Moreover, some thought that

neither the Brussels Nomenclature nor the SITC Revised is well suited to

the foreseeable needs of their oountries* Representatives of certain

French-speaking countries pointed out that their own nomenclature oan

"be simplified, particularly as far as sub-items are concerned.

9* After considering various possible compromise solutions and transit

ional arrangements, and hearing the explanations of the observer from

the-Customs Co—operation Council regarding the possibilities offered by

the Brussels Nomenclature, the Working Party recommended that the

oountries of West Africa which have not yet adopted that Nomenclature

should use it as a basis for establishing their national Customs traiffs,

on the understanding that :

(a) some or even all items in a chapter might be merged to acoord

with the economic requirements of the particular oountryj

(b) the subsequent differentiation of the tariff as the economy

develops would follow the Brussels Nomenclature; and

(c) Customs declarations would continue to carry numbers allowing

for identification according to the SITC Revised, in addition

to the tariff numbers.

Taking into account the practical difficulties which must be resolved

before the recommendation can be implemented, the Working Party welcomed

the offer of the CCC observer to assist in transposing one of the West-

African tariffs into a simplified version of the Brussels Nomenclature.

It was understood that the country seleoted would be under no obligation

to adopt the new tariffs. If successful, the experiment might serve

as a model for other countries. Finally, the Working Party recommended-

that the countries using the Brussels Nomenclature should introduce the
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sub-items required for statistical processing in accordance with the

SITC Revised.

10. With regard to valuation problems, the forking Party agreed with

the main finding of the Working Paper namely that there are no major

differences in valuation practices in West Africa, where the tendency

is to follow the Brussels definition. Invoice values are generally

accepted. The main exception is the use of official market values

("mercuriales") in the case of a limited number of products in

French—speaking countries-

11. Two problems of Customs valuation peculiar to West Africa/:

concern the inclusion or exclusion of inland transport costs (i#e,

from the coast to the border of a land-locked country) in the Customs

value and the treatment of air freight for valuation purposes. It was

found that practices vary considerably from one country to another,

especially in the latter case, and that there some harmonization might

be attempted™

12. From the discussion it appeared that even if invoice values were

accepted the possibility of undervaluation could not entirely he ruled

out* In this connexion, 2nglish-speaking countries without valuation

branches would welcome any arrangement which would enable them to obtain

information about price trends in principal markets. The CCC observer

declared that his Organization was ready to assist even non—member

countries in solving particular valuation problems, but he placed

little hope in the effective functioning of a system for the collection

of information on current prices or the dissemination of such information

by an international centre.

13. The Working Party? agreed on the desirability of the West-African

countries adopting the Brussels definition of value at the earliest

possible opportunity..
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14* Of the various legislative problems the Working Party thought

that transit was "by far the most important and the most urgent.

Several representatives emphasized the very special features of the

transit problem in West Africa, In the first place, serious

difficulties are raised by transport arrangements; in some cases

goods are carried first by rail and then by lorry, in others by

lorry and canoe, making physical control impossible. Particularly

in the case of lorries, the operators are not common carriers

interested solely in profit from transport operations,but traders

who own the goods they carry. In many cases these traders frequently

break bulk. Procedures are further complicated by the fact that they

are often unable to read or write. It remain to be seen how modern

transit arrangements, e.g. international containers, can be adapted

to suit present African trade.

15* The provisions of international agreements on trasit are

accepted by all countries of the sub-region. Transit rights will

be endangered if receiving countries are not careful enough in

discharging accompanying documents or in delivering landing

certificates. The Working Party recognized that the Customs officials,

task is made very difficult hy the transport conditions outlined in

the previous paragraphs.

16. In view of this situation, the Working Party recommended that

ECA should convene a sma^Ll group of experts to undertake a thorough

study of transit problems in West Africa, together with the technical

and economic questions raised by the modes of transport used, trading

procedures in the area and the relevant administrative expenses. Such

a group of experts would conclude its wor >y elaborating principles for

a draft convention on transit for consideration by all the countries

of the sub-region and "by recommending appropriate organizational

arrangements.

17•- It appeared that another Customs procedure, namely, bonded

warehouses, ought to be developed in conjunction with transit procedure.
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This would alleviate the problems of interior countries which have to

import through poastal States. Recent developments, particularly in

relation to the collection of duties at the frontiers of land-locked

countries, make it essential that new trade, patterns should evolve.

In any case, the Customs procedure followed should be such as to

ohviate double payment of duties. Only the rtentrep6t fictif"-^

procedure is at present followed in French-speaking countries. It

was therefore suggested that the authorities of the coastal States

might consider practical ways and means of establishing bonded

warehouses in conjunction with the authorities of the countries of

destination. .

18. So far as concerns simplification of formalities, it appeared

from the debates that there is a move in West Afrioa towards

simplification, particularly within existing Customs Unions. This

tendency could be.developed by bilateral action-

19- In other continents it had been found necessary to define

Customs terms in order to facilitate international discussions and

negotiations and the preparation of international agreements. The

Working Party decided to request the Customs Co—operation Council to

transmit the definitions already evolved to the States of the region,

via the Secretariat. It also decided that it would, as and when.the,

need arqse, .submit to the CCC problems concerning the definition of

terms which might arise in West Africa. : ■

\j Storage, frequently on the premises of the importer, not subject

to clo^e Customs supervision.
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III, Co-operation between Customs Administrations - ■

20. Having discussed the various aspects of frontier traffic and

measures relating to that traffic, the Working'Party agreed that a

distinction should "be made between the different forms of frontier

traffic i

(1) Frontier traffic proper, i.e. frontier trade intended

solely to serve the personal needs of populations living in frontier

regionsJ

(2) Traffic of a commercial nature, - It was pointed out that

in this type of traffic small African traders have in most countries

of the sub-^region been so far exempt from Customs duties, but that a*

effort should be ma^e to modernize those forms of trade which ought

to be-subject to normal-Customs formalities.

21. The Working Party took note of the regulations and definitions

applied at present by a number of French-speaking countries. Some

representatives from Englisb-speaking countries felt that more

consideration ought 'to be given to the complicated problems involved.

It was therefore agreed that a working party should be set up to

examine regulations and definitions, including approved roads, which

would facilitate the control of frontier traffic without imposing

undue hardship on the populations concerned, it was further agreed'

that until such a working party is convened bilateral contacts should

be arranged.

22. There are already joint Customs offices and offices in juxta

position in the' sub-region. The Working Party considered that these

forms of collaboration should be developed. Contacts have already
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been made to that end. The ^possibility was envisaged of the .

establishment of control offices in juxtaposition on the frontier

between Nigeria and Dahomey.

23. The participants expressed the opinion that it would be much .

easier to set up such offices and establish contact if printed

translation of the documents used by the Customs were available.

The Secretariat might, if requested, assume responsibility for that

task. In that connexion, the Working Party was asked to consider

the possibility of obtaining translations of the Customs tariffs of

certain" 'States in the sub-region-from the International Customs

Tariffs ^Bureau'ln Brussels.

24* I"? emerged clearly from the discussion that adequate liaison

between'Customs Administrations would be extremely helpful in

combatting smuggling and defrauding of the Customs. Certain English-

speaking countries have acquired considerable experience in combatting

smuggling into their countries and in dealing with fraud in the form

of false declarations of value. They declared themselves willing to

share that experience with other countries. It was suggested that

relevant information should "be collected systematically and made .,

available to the countries of the sub—region .

25. The Working ..Party considered that in certain countries direct ,

contacts, and communication between Customs Administrations might give

rise tor,ie,gal problems* The ^observer from France drew attention to

an article recently inserted in the French Customs Code which

authori2ed...administrative assistance, subject to .reciprocity, even

in the absence of any formal convention,on such assistance.
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The Working Party recommended j

:. : (a) ■■■ that .the various countries take the necessary action to

-.-, . .• . authorise their Customs Administration to communicate inform

ation direct to one another on matters affecting the control

. . of smuggling and fraudj and \

(b) .that" agreements for reciprocal administrative assistance

' . be.tween the, countries of the region "be drawn up,

26. The representative of Senegal provided, for purposes of

information, the test of a Convention on administrative assistance

which his country has negotiated with Prance and which might serve

as a model. The CCC observer informed the Working Party that his

Couhoil has always attached great importance to this question and

has passed two recommendations on the subject.

27. At the close of the debate on relations between Customs

Administrations^ it was recommended that a permanent body be establish

ed to deal with the question, on the understanding that it will not

duplicate the work of already existing bodies of a similar nature.

The BOA Secretariat informed participants of plans to establish a

Sub-regional Office in West Africa. That Office could, if necessary,

abt as the Secretariat of the proposed body. A recommendation to

that effect will be submitted for consideration at the next sessions

of ECA and the Standing Trade Committee. The other Uff Regional

Commissions already have Working Parties of Customs Experts which

meet periodically.
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-^9 Training and technical assistance

28. As regards training, the Working Party had before if two papers

prepared "by the Secretariat on tiie possible organization of: sub-regional

■'-railing :courses for Customs officers from English-speaking and French-

speaking countri33 respectively^ ■ -.■;.

29. The trainir^ of Onstons officers from French-speaking countries

is normally entrusted to, tie national Customs School at Neuilly,

Special nioasurssTbave Lowever..-"been taken in certain countries. It

is therefore difficult to envisage at present tiie organization of

3ub-regionci training schemes in vie-t of the already existing facilities

ard of ^ho different .requirements of the various countries,

30. The ?2nglisb""leaking representatives considered that staffing

difficulties militate against traning possibilities. It was emphasized

that unattractive pay imd lack of immediate prospects of promotion in

the various Customs services, the rapid expansion of all Government

departments and tho increasing needs of commerce make it difficult .

to retain officer? i:: tha numbers required. It was considered that no

training Echcue olhi be i^lly effective until conditions of service are

so improved ar: to cr^u^a zr, cdnquate supply of suitably qualified

career persoruiela

31. It vas felt Vz&<;? given the required staff, the greatest need

for training irar; in the £■:,./-to—Say dutiee performed on the quayside

and in the Custom Tlcuse. Such training might, it was thought? best

be given by the secendnsat 0::' officers from West African countries

for employment as temporary officers in the United Kingdom or United

States Custom tuid Exc-iso, t.nd y.r ;"i£,p& of officers from overseas for

quayside ai-.l Cu^'ccmc duties -..ith Icocl officers, to vrhom they could

givo the benefit of toeir ^zperionco and t.echnical "know how".
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32. Consideration was given to the advisability of introducing.

courses for officers with higher educational qualifications, and the

Working Party took the view that the courses outlined in paragraph

5 of WPCA 4 might possibly."be arranged with the co-operation of the

Nigerian Government, and also that sons of the courses at present

being run or contemplated in Nigeria, particularly that for preventive

officers, might be made available to personnel from other English- -

speaking countries in West Africa: which have not yet established their ,

own training schemes.. The Working Party recommended that these matters

be pursued by the/Secretariat with the Nigerian Government. ■

33, It was agreed that other types of, technical assistance are

desirable. It was emphasized in particular that, in view of the

heavy workload falling on then in certain Administrations, senior

Customs officials have little time to, give adequate attention to the

solution.of specific problems, such as those arising from the

establishment of new industries (distilleries, refineries etc.).

Assistance.would be welcome in the form of experts to study problems,

recommend solutions and prepare draft regulations, etc. In: the c&se■ i; ■

of other Customs Administrations, it appeared that there is at present

no need for additional assistance,

34. Tbe.-1SATT observer informed', the Working Party that; his organization,

has made -arrangements to renderr consultative services to: newly indepen

dent States on commercial policy and related.problems, and that it is ..

now possible for the GATT Secretariat to furnish on request advice and

assistance in solving specific- problems and to arrange for the second

ment of qualified experts on broader assignments. The CCC observer
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stressed that the Council would, if requested, make every endeavour

to co-operate to the full extent'of its resources in solving West

African Customs problems, including the provision ;of technical assis-■"";"

tance, in collaboration with the other international organizations

concerned, : ■

V, Harmonization of duties

35» It was generally agreed that one. of, the main, reasons for smuggling

In West Africa, and particularly between French-speaking and English-

speaking countries, is disparity in duty on goods that can "be easily . .

carried from one- country tp another. It wa,s recognized how.ever that

a discussion in the Working, .Party on this subject could only be an . .,-

exchange of views, from the Customs angle, the harmonization of. duties .....

being the; responsibility, of policy-making governmental bodies. . . ...

36. Recently, disparities between import duties and charges have, been

somewhat re.du.oeid by; raising them in some countries and lowering:,them, ...

in others./, ;In certain.,pases this seems tohave resulted in a decrease.- :-,-.-

in smuggling.: Although- tjiese measures have usually been ijiotivate^. ."^y „,

domestic: considerationsj there is evidence that in some instances the

decision has been influenced by the desirability of harmonization*

37«( It was: stressed, that.stjiexe should be. close co-operation between

all departments ppncerned with .tariff policies and Indus"try and,,^Jie.

Customs befcrre :cb.ange.s: in tariffs axe introdu:oed. T!his. would make it

possible to avoid introduding tariff items that are difficult for ;tlie-. .. .

Customs to apply ,and thus more open to abuse. ■ ..- .
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38C It .was stressed that3 when various taxes other than the Customs

duties pro,p.er; .shown .in 'jhe tariff apply to goods, it is often; very-

difficult to ascertain the total duty and the tax incidence,;-and that

some....clarification and simplification, are desirable, particularly: for

harmonization purposesQ, ... r

39°., .In principle, the problem, of harmonization.- is solved automa-p'

tically "by \hQt establishment of Customs- Unions. However, in the case

of the Customs Union of West African States there are differences

between ;.-Gi^Ler countries the importance of which varies according to

the nature of the daties and taxes imposed* The general level of

import taxation noverthelcss shows only relatively small divergencies,

Tvhicli it is the intention to eliminate in 'bhe future.

4CU Th^ reprssentative of the Common Customs Offices of the UDE

g'-.ve a detailed account of the background to and functioning of the

Equatorial Customs Unions Chs success of this Union may be ascribed

to favourable poli-:ical ciid psychological factors and to the careful

elaboration of regulations and procedures ensuring fair distribution

of Customs revenue ameng the participating States and facilitating

the establishment of industries serving the internal market as a whole.

The Working Party recommended that countries of West Africa which

have not yet adopted the Brussels Nomenclature .should use it as a:basis

Qr,establishing .their national Customs, tariffs, on the understanding
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(a') ' some or even all items in a chapter might be merged to

accord with the economic requirements of the particular

■"■■■•■ country}

(■fa) the subsequent differentiation of the tariff as the economy

develops would follow tho Brussels Nomemclature; and

(■0) Customs declarations would continue to carry numbers allowing

for identification according to the SITC Revised, in addition

to the tariff numbers. ■

Taking into account the practical difficulties which must be

resolved before the recommendations can be implemented, the Working

Party welcomed the offer of the CCC observer to assist in transposing

one of the West African tariffs into a simplified version of the

Brussels Nomenclature, It was understood that the country selected

would be under no obligation to adopt the new tariffs. If successful,

the experiment might serve as a model for other countries. Finally,

the Working Party recommended that the countries using the Brussels

Nomenclature should introduce the sub-iteras required for statistical

processing in accordance with the SITC Revised,

Definition of value

The Working Party agreed on the desirability of the West African

countries, adopting the Brussels definition of value at th.e. Earliest

possible opportunity- . .

Transit : ■ *

The-Working Party recommended that EGA should convene a small group

of experts to undertake a thorough study of transit problems in West

Africat together with the technical and economic questions raised by

the modes of transport used, trading procedures in the area and the
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relevant administrative expenses, such a group of. experts, would

conclude its work V elaborating principles for a draft convention

on transit for consideration"by all the countries of the sub-region

and by recommending appropriate organizational arrangements.

Frontier tr:-.£--'.c

It was agreed that a working party should be set up to examine

regulations and definitions? including approved roads, which would

facilitate the control of frontier traffic without imposing undue

hardship on the populations concerned. It was further agreed that

until such a working party is convened bilateral contacts should be

arranged.

Prevention of smuggling and fraud

The Working Party recommended t

(a) that the various countries take the necessary aotion to

authorize their Customs Administrations to communicate

information direct to one another on matters affecting

the control of smuggling and fraud; and

(b) that agreements for reciprocal administrative assistance

between the countries of the region be drawn up.

Co—operation between Customs Administrations

It was recommended that a permanent body be established to

facilitate co-operation between Customs Administrations, on the

understanding that it would not duplicate the work of already

existing bodies of a similar nature.
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Training of Customs officers . .

The English-speaking delegates recommended that the Secretariat

should consider the possibility of organizing such courses as were

outlined in paragrajfti 5 of documentE/0K.14/WPCA«4 in co-operation

with the Nigerian Government.



■ INAUGURAL ADDRESS DELIVERED BY MR. OBEYE DIOP,

. MipiST3R OF INFORMHON OF SENEGAL AND ACTING ■ ■

PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL

Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of my Government, I am very happy to welcome the delega

tions which have come from nearly all countries of West Africa to take

part in the Working Party of Customs Experts organized by the United

Nations Economic Commission for Africa.

Would you allow me, first of all, to express-.our thanks to the

representatives of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

for their welcome initiative.

The people and Government of Senegal are happy that Dakar has

been chosen as the seat of this first meeting, the importance of

which we all fully appreciate.

The main problem confronting our young nations is that of

developing their economies, and in order to do this it is essential

that trade relations between us should be facilitated. We are still

faced with the danger of "balkanization" which would lead to the

contraction of our respective economies within our territories.

If trade is to expand it is absolutely essential that Customs

systems and formalities be standardized and simplified. We must,

however, also ensure that our young industries are protected, "and to this

end we met improve the tariff structure applicable to goods coming

from more developed countries. Outlets on foreign markets must be

extended with respect not only to our industrial but also to our

agricultural products.
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Finally, we must wage a joint war against smuggling, which is

detrimental to our economies and to the finances of our States.

Your Working Party must strive to find solutions to all problems

which are so acute for our governments. At the same time that spirit

of economic solidarity which is so essential to our common prosperity-

would be developed between our States.

I am sure that you are all aware of the importance of the task

confronting you and that in searching for solutions you will demonstrate

that mutual understanding and spirit of co-operation which must inspire

all our meetings.

In declaring your working sessions open, Gentlemen, I hope that

you will have a pleasant as well as profitable stay in Dakar.
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speech by mr. stein" eossek, director of the

research division, economic commission for

Africa, at th:±: opening session

Your Excellency; Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen,

I have the honour to extend, on "behalf of the Executive Secretary

of the Economic Commission for Africa, Mr. Mekki Abbas, a sincere

welcome to all the delegates and the observers to the Working Party on .

Customs Administration. The Executive Secretary regrets that he is

unable to attend the opening of this Conference since his presence is

required in Addis.Ababa in view of the preparatory work for the fourth

session of the Commission.

The Executive Secretary has also instructed me to express his

sincere thanks to the Government of Senegal for its hospitality and

its efficient co-operation in making the necessary arrangements for

the Working Partys I should like, to add my personal appreciation

of the readiness shown by the Government to assist my colleagues and

my3elf in, every respect- Serious obstacles to the successful conduct ■ ..

of this Conference, such as the failure of our interpretation equipment

to arrive on time, have "been overcome thanks to the co—operative attitude

and the efficiency of the host Government and its technicians.

I have also the privilege to thank His Excellency the Minister

of Information for his welcoming address. Your presence, Sir, serves

to emphasize once more the interest shown by your Government in

international co—operation.
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It may "be appropriate on this occasion to indicate briefly the

place of this Conference within the programme of work of the ECA

This Commission, as you know, was established to assist in the

economic and social development of the countries and territories of

Africa. Economic growth is bound to involve profound changes in

economic and social structures, changes which in turn will influence

the commodity pattern and the geographical distribution of commercial

exohanges within Africa and between African countries and the rest of

the world. Not a single African country looks upon the exchange *f

primary products against manufactured goods as a lasting feature of

its trade*

Foreign trade, however, is not a passive factor in development

planning but can be made to serve as a vehicle for economic and

social progress. From its very first session, the Commission has

therefore shown a great interest in the problems of African foreign

trade and in the types of action and policy in this field which

might be susceptible Of promoting economic growth.

In considering foreign trade, the Commission has adopted two

approaches. The first approach is regional in that it involves an

examination of the problems of the continent as a whole. It finds

its justification in the fact that most African countries face the

same types of problems and are guided "by the same general objectives-

The second approach is sub-regional in that it involves studies and

discussions of the particular problems of a group of countries located

within a given geographical area of- the continent. This dual approach

is incorporated in resolution 28 (ill) adopted by the Commission at

its last session. That resolution recognized the importance of
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stimulating trade and,industrial relations between all the African

countries and of bringing into operation a rational organization of

intra—African trade. In order to promote those objectives, it

established a Standing Trade Committee for the whole of Africa and

authorized the Executive Secretary to constitute working parties to

consider special problems of African.sub-regions. The present .

Working Party is the first to be, organized under that resolution

and it precedes the.first meeting of the Standing Trade Committee.

There are several reasons for giving top priority to a working

party devoted to Tfest African problems. The most important reason

is that this part of Africa, defined as the area composing the

countries formerly part of French West Africa and French Equatorial

Africa, includes at present 18 independent States, the great majority,

of which are small in terms of population and.even smaller in terms

of national expenditure. In technical language, these States constitute

suoh small economic units that they can only expect to develop at a"

sa,t>isfactory rate, of growth if they succeed in establishing efficient

forms of. co-operation with their neighbours. This is, of course, :

well-known. Indeed, there has been ;no lack of resolutions calling1 for

economic co-operation among ^est African States, and attempts>to form

economic groupings have been more numerous in We.st Africa than else

where in the continent. . Progress, has been made, "hut the situation as

a whole may still. ;be described as.fluid. :

This is in itself not surprising,. In;.the case, of most West

African countries independence is: of such recent date that governments

have .not had sufficient time to define their policy objectives in1

specific terms on the basis of careful studies of the most important
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factors. There is, however, also a tendency to overlook or to under

estimate the importance of a number of fundamental technical and

administrative problems, the solution of which is essential to any

form of efficient economic co-operation. Most problems of this type

are found in the field of Customs administration.

It may "be worth recalling that even in industrialized countries,

which possess ample information on all aspects of foreign trade and

Customs; real progress in the establishment of economic groupings

required1time-consuming research and discussions of Customs and

related problems. Another and possibly more relevant example is

provided by the work undertaken by the'Latin-American States in co

operation with the United Nations Economic Commission for that region.

Once more the establishment of economic groupings was preceded by

years of research into Customs and other problems of a technical and

administrative nature.

The organization of the present Working Party reflects therefore

the conviction that, regardless of the forms of economic groupings which

might be firmly established in West Africa, it is necessary'to study

and to discuss the practices and problems of the Customs Administrations

in the area. Indeed, this Working Party would be fully justified even

if it served only to emphasize this general but important point. The

ECA hopes'however to achieve certain other objectives by bringing

together high Customs officials from the West African States.

In certain technical fields, co-operation between countries not

belonging to the same actual-or contemplated economic groupings, or

having different tradition's, can prove to be very fruitful. It is our
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hope that this meeting will identify the areas in which progress can "be

made towards mutually beneficial technical arrangements among West

African States, without regard to language and political affinities*

Moreover, the discussions and the exchange of experience among you

may make it possible to analyze technical problems raised within

existing Customs Unions and similar arrangements in a broader perspec

tive. In this connexionf information on technical work already

carried out by the Secretariat on existing Customs Unions and other

groupings such as the OAMCE would be welcome. Duplication of this

work, however, would serve no useful purpose. Finally, this meeting

may serve to highlight the crucial role of Customs admijiistration in

the present stage of development in West Africa. The Customs Adminis

trations are likely to continue for quite sometime collecting most of

the revenue on which their governments depend, while their role as

policy instruments is bound to increase in the early stages of

industrialization. In this contest it seems appropriate to stress

that while it is not the task of the Customs Administrations to

formulate economic and trade policies, it is highly desirable to

consult Customs experts on policy issues. There is often a significant

gap between what is desirable and what is feasible. Being in close

contact with realities in their own countries, Customs officials are

admirably placed to give advice, provided they are kept informed

about developments in neighbouring countries.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I have attempted to explain why this Working

Party has been convened and to indicate what it might accomplish.

Having done this, I should like to stress once more that an inter

national organization like the 3CA has only one main purpose, which
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is to assist its members and associate members in their efforts to

promote economic and social development. At the present stage we felt

that this purpose could best be served by convening a working party

designed to discuss technical problems - rather than problems of policy -

on the basis of an objective study prepared by the EGA Secretariat and

incorporating information supplied by government officials.

I should like to conclude by expressing the hope that this meeting

will prove to be a fruitful one and that the personal contacts

established among Customs officials of West African States will be

maintained in coming years.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Delegates

CONGO (Brazzaville)

Mr. Nicaise Samba, Inspector to the Treasury

DAHOMEY

Mr, M. Pamphile, Director of Customs

GABON

Mr, J. David, Director of Customs

GAMBIA

Mr. J.G. Porster, Collector of Customs

GHANA

Mr. F.A. Arthur, Acting Controller of Customs and Excise

IVORY COAST

Mr, A.L.D. Augias, Director of Customs

LIBERIA

Mr, W.E. Greaves, Supervisor of Customs

Mr, D. Fraaier, Collector of Customs

MAURITANIA

Mr. 2. Maisondieu, Director of Customs

NIG3R

Mr. MoukaSla M. Djermakoye? Directorate of Customs
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NIGI3RIA

Mr. S.G. Quinton, Chairman of the Board of Customs and Excise

Mr. A. Diyan, Deputy Chairman of the Board of Customs and Bfccise

SENEGAL

Mr. C. Eoy, Chief Inspector, Director of the Customs Service

Mr. Mamour Ba, Chief Inspector, Assistant to the Director of

Customs

Mr. BaSla Sow, Chief Inspector, Assistant to the Chief of the

Customs Investigation Services

Mr. J. Prost, member of departmental staff, Ministry of Finance

SIERRA LEONE

Mr. G.S. Thompson, Customs Collector

UPPER VOLTA

Mr. G. Lugros, Director of Customs

Mr. J.P. Tapso"ba, Inspector

EQUATORIAL CUSTOMS-UNION

(Joint Customs services of the Central African Republic, Chad

and Congo (Brazzaville))

Mr. Philippe Pain, Director of Customs

Observers

Ixance

Mr, T. Pelafigue, Inspector of Customs

Mr. J. Mullender, Chief of the Permanent Aid and Co-operation

Mission of the French Republic, Dakar
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Senegal

Mr. Cheik Amidou Kane, Ministry of Commerce and Industry-

Mr. J. Maillocheau, Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Mr. Sih Sarr, Director of Foreign Trade

Mr. Amadou Seek, Ministry of Technical Assistance and Co-operation

Customs Co-operation Council (CCC)

Mr. J.B. Barrell

Mr. M.V. Torradas

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

Mr. J. Eoyer, Deputy Executive Secretary

Customs Union of West African States

Mr, Abdourakhemane Dia, Secretary-General

Secretariat

Mr. Stein Eossen, Director, Research Division, EGA

Mr. Nicolas Plessz, Economist, Trade Unit, ECA

Mr. Erling Nypan, Economist, Trade Unit, EGA

Mr. Jean Queloz, Customs Expert, Consultant, ECA

Mr. Kaare Ofstad, Statistician, ECA

Mr, Tbrahima Ba, Statistician, ECA
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Working papers submitted by the Secretariat

Problems of Customs Administration in West Africa E/CU.I4/STC-WPCA 1

The organization of a Customs Training Programme in English-speaking

countries in West Africa 2/<m,14/STC-WPCA 4

Cours d'instruction douaniere en Afrique Occidentale

4

Papers submitted by the Customs Co-operation Council Se

The Customs Co-operation Council E/CN.I4/STC-WPCA 2

Valuation for customs purposes E/OMVsTO-WPCA 3




